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American Pressure Washing Systems

Unveils Injector-Nozzle Combination

The AmeriClean High Capacity Acid/

Chemical Injector is designed from cor-

rosion-resistant 316 stainless steel and

can be used with most acid or soap solu-

tions, including muriatic acid. When

using spray nozzles it draws water-to-acid

ratios of 4 to 1. Less chemical can be

drawn by using the metering valve. Nozzles with spray

angles of 15, 40, and 65 degrees are furnished to custom fit

the proper spray angle to the job.

The Acid Injector also works well without a nozzle by

applying solution directly to the project in a round spray pat-

tern from a distance. This method can spray a stream of acid

solution up to a distance of 40 ft, depending on the size of

the pressure washer being used. Solution ratios as low as

2.5:1 can be obtained with this method. It will also work effec-

tively as a foamer with the use of a foaming-type detergent.

Circle 802

Pressure Pro Presents Triple V-Belt Drive Washer 

The Eagle triple V-belt drive cold

water pressure washers feature triplex

plunger pumps by AR, Cat or General

Pump. The extreme reliability of

redundant triple V-belts results in

an extended service and belt life in the

field. Less slipping and delaminating

of belts and maximized power transfer are the benefit. Belt

drive units employ a reduced pump RPM and longer life when

compared to a typical direct drive washer.

The lightweight aluminum frame is rustproof and chem-

ical resistant, with lifetime warranty. The unit offers the small-

est footprint of any comparable 4000 psi belt drive unit.

Eagle belt drive units feature adjustable pressure up to

4000 psi, EZ start, thermal pump protection, 13 hp Honda

engine with oil alert protection. Gun-wand, chemical injec-

tor, 50 ft hose, and five QC tips are standard. Shown with

triplex General Pump.

Circle 801

Dirt Killer Announces Stationary Unit

Dirt Killer’s new stationary unit is

perfect for wash bays, food service,

restaurants—anywhere instant pres-

sure is needed for cleaning. Comes with

auto on/off—just pick up the gunjet

and pull the trigger to begin washing.

Also has a safety cut-off after 20 min of non-use. All three mod-

els use the high performance Kränzle pump. The stainless steel

case has mounting holes on back for easy installation on a wall.

Circle 803

AR Introduces Vertical Pump Series

AR North America and Annovi

Reverberi S.p.A. are proud to an-

nounce a new pump series designed

for vertical operation. The RMW

series of direct drive pumps include

a built-in chemical injector and unloader. The pump

head will be available in either brass or aluminum.

Specifications: 7/8-in. hollow shaft, 2 gpm,

2000–2300 psi, 3400 rpm. 

Circle 806

NLB Introduces Rotating Line Mole Nozzles

NLB Corp. offers three new 20,000 psi

waterjet nozzles for clearing blocked pipes

and tubes. Called Rotating Line Moles

(RLM), the RLM-2-20K, RLM-4-20K and

RLM-6-20K offer sizes and flow rates (4–18

gpm), to suit different applications.

All feature integrated backward-facing

orifices that propel them through hard

deposits on the I.D. of pipes and tubes. At

the same time, part of the nozzle rotates and

polishes the pipe’s I.D. 

RLM nozzles are made of stainless steel and can

be purchased pre-drilled or custom-drilled, depend-

ing on customer needs. Worn parts can be replaced

in less than five min. in the field with a simple

rebuild kit, minimizing downtime.

Circle 805

Riveer Adds 

Salt Truck 

Wash System

Riveer Com-

pany announces

the Cyclonator®

corrosion control

and salt truck washing system. Specifically designed

for washing salt truck fleets, it produces a salt free

rinse. The closed-loop zero-discharge system allows

compliance with state and federal regulations.

Engineered for strength and function, the 18 x 42-

ft racks can accommodate vehicle lengths of up to

38 ft and weights of up to 15,000 lb per wheel load.

Hot dipped galvanized racks ensure a long life in

corrosive environments.

The Cyclonator® features ozonated water through-

out the filtration system, controlling odor and bacteria.

All filtration functions are automated and controlled

by a PLC, keeping operator input to a minimum. No

chemicals to add, one button start, and a filter change

indicator light make the system easy to use.

Circle 804
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Mosmatic Presents New Swivel

Mosmatic Corporation presents

the New DYC Swivel. This swiv-

el has newly designed top weep

holes and a larger bearing base

for improved performance. The

DYC is the new standard for all

existing Mosmatic TCG models and is a direct

upgrade for our previous models. A new

Swivel Conversion Kit is also offered for use with

most popular brands on the market.

Specifications: 5000 psi, 250 F, 2000 rpm.

Circle 808

General Pump Offers HT Pump Technology

General Pump offers

a patent-pending inno-

vation in pump tech-

nology. The technology

is employed in the Em-

peror line of pumps. The

Emperor line features

high tech packing and high temperature

valve design. The pumps can withstand tem-

peratures up to 185 F and can run dry for sev-

eral hours. The thick-nickel plated manifold

and valve plugs provide corrosion-resistant

operation and help prevent damage due to cav-

itation. The Emperor is available in a variety

of different size pumps for car washes, carpet

cleaning, and other high pressure cleaning

applications, as well as industrial plant sys-

tems where hot water is required.

Circle 807

Mi-T-M Adds Three-Phase Air Compressor

Mi-T-M® Corporation is now manufac-

turing a three-phase, two-stage, portable elec-

tric, 30 gal. air compressor. When three-phase

power is available, the operating energy is less

than for single-phase motors.

Features include: three-phase, 5 hp indus-

trial electric motor, quality two-stage com-

pressor with aluminum head and splash-lubricated cast iron

crankcase and cast iron cylinder, 16.5-in. flywheel for extra cooling

and longer life, large canister intake filter, 14 ga powder coated two-

piece belt guard, powder coated ASME certified 30 gal. receiver, two

tube-type pneumatic tires with steel hubs, stainless steel braided

discharge hose, industrial grade pressure switch, auto start-stop with

continuous run optional, regulator, two gauges for tank and out-

let pressure, and manual drain valve.

Circle 811

Cat Pumps Rolls Out Pulsating/Jetting Accessory

Cat Pumps introduces the MAG-JET

pulsating/jetting accessory (Patent

Pending). The MAG-JET uses a special

stainless steel magnetic valve and a

super strong corrosion resistant mag-

net that holds one inlet valve open as the

MAG-Jet is pushed in towards the inlet valve, holding that valve open

and permitting the flow to exit the inlet valve. When the MAG-JET

holds the valve open, it reduces the pump flow by one-third, caus-

ing the desired pulsations for sewer jetting. Because the valve is held

open, the cylinder sees liquid at all times and is not exposed to extreme

vacuum conditions. This means longer seal and pump life.

Easy push/pull operation permits quick change from high pres-

sure to strong pulsing for jetting. A detent allows the MAG-JET to

be pushed in to the correct position to permit the magnet to pull and

hold the valve open (jetting mode), then pulled out to release the

magnet and allow the valve to seat (high pressure mode).

Specifications: Nine models cover 4.5–25.0 gpm and 2000–4000 psi.

Circle 810

Hydro Tek Offers Unit Designed for Marine Applications

The all-diesel Hammerhead is designed

for operation in harsh marine environments such

as offshore oil rigs, refineries, dry docks, and

marinas. Frame and panels are constructed of

304 stainless steel to resist the corrosion of

the salt water atmosphere.

The unit’s water-cooled, electric start Kubota diesel engine draws

fuel from the same tank as the 12 V oil burner. Hammerhead

machines feature adjustable temperature and pressure, Y-type inlet

strainer, easy-access front-mounted controls, hour meter, full cage frame

with integral lifting eyes, and optional wheel kit.

Specifications: 5.2 gpm, 3000 psi, 18 gal. diesel fuel tank for extend-

ed run times.

Circle 812

Alto Announces Cold Water Electric Series

The Poseidon 5 Series is a

line of mobile, electric-driven

cold water washers ideal for use

in food processing, automotive,

manufacturing, and agricultur-

al applications.

The series is built around the

new NP5 motor-pump unit. The

1750 rpm, TEFC motor is designed

to provide a major reduction in noise levels.

Additionally, the machines are resistant to cor-

rosion, even in ammonia-rich environments.

All controls  are situated in one area. The

machines are equipped with an auto start-stop

feature and come with a chemical injector.

Three versions are available, ranging from

1200–2900 psi.

Circle 809


